Welcome to A+ Skills Tutoring for
Elementary Subjects!
For most parents of elementary students,
English/Reading/Grammar and mathematics are
the areas requiring most attention and pose the
biggest concern. Below, please find information
about our tutoring sessions for these subjects, as
well as other subject areas that students struggle
in.

OUR PHILOSOPHY & PROCESS:

Our elementary tutoring team follows our main
philosophy and mission for all of our programs: to
assist their students until they, the student or the
parent(s) are satisfied that the education
objective has been achieved. This can be
achieved with One-To-One Tutoring or with
Tutoring Buddies!

COMMON SUBJECTS

English, Reading, Grammar, Math, Science, & Social Studies

WHERE WE START:

An assessment/evaluation of the student’s strengths beginning at their current grade level

WHEN ASSESSMENTS/EVALUATIONS OCCUR:
At the student’s first session

HOW ASSESSMENTS/EVALUATIONS ARE PERFORMED:

Specific assessments/evaluations are designed by the Education Director and Tutor assigned
to work with the student

239-254-9807

ADDITIONAL TESTING:

    info@aplusskills.com

Some students, in addition to their assessment, will require some form of diagnostic testing to
complete their assessment. It is our policy, however, to avoid unnecessary testing as well as
the expense of testing.

FLORIDA STANDARDIZED ASSESSMENT PREP:

In addition to our core elementary courses, we also assist elementary students with Florida
Standardized Assessments (FSA) exams! This test prep typically begins at the end of February
into early March (approximately five to eight weeks in advance of these exams). Our tutors
utilize online practice exams and practice workbooks that correspond with your student’s
grade level to best prepare them for these exam(s)!

WE WORK WITH YOUR TEACHERS

With parental consent, the Education Director and your student’s tutor(s) are able to directly
coordinate our customized learning plan for your student with that of their classroom
teachers!

WORKING WITH OUR TEAM, SCHEDULING, & STUDENT/PARENT COMMITMENT
Tutor Assignments:

The Education Director selects the most qualified tutors for your student based on scheduling
availability for both tutors and students, as well as factoring in specific requests and
personalities.

Scheduling:

 Flexible to your needs, including the specific number of days students work
in the office with their tutors, as well as the days and times of their sessions.
Elementary students are encouraged to attend at least one or two hour-long
sessions per week for the best learning outcomes.

Student/Parent Dedication & Commitment:

 In addition to your student’s in-office tutoring each week, students will be assigned
homework that reinforces the skills and strategies taught in their sessions. It is crucial for
elementary students to complete their assignments so more advanced tutoring may follow
with encouragement from their parents. These homework assignments also act as additional
assessments for the tutors on your student’s in-school and at-home progress outside of our
office.

For more information on how to get started with tutoring for Elementary Subjects,
please visit our website, or if you are on a computer, click here.
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